ADVANCED LIGHTING & CONTROLS

for Convenience Store and Petroleum Applications

The Image Company

Controlled Lighting Solutions
for Commercial Building
Energy Code Requirements
LSI Controls offers a wide range of advanced solutions
— wired and wireless — for outdoor and indoor lighting
applications in C-Store ecosystems, including: outdoor
area lighting, canopy lighting, interior ambient lighting,
interior accent lighting and sign lighting. Ensure
customers have the best possible shopping experience
with quality code-compliant LED lighting.

CONTROLLED LIGHTING

Puts You in Control

IECC, Title 24 and ASHRAE Codes now require
virtually every commercial building — regardless
of size — to employ LED lighting and controls
as a primary strategy to eliminate waste
and save energy.

A

OUTDOOR AREA LIGHTING
Area lighting welcomes consumers, giving them a sense of safety
and security. Lights can be automatically switched off or dimmed
whenever sufficient daylighting is available, saving energy and costs.

For convenience stores and petroleum
establishments, this creates both a challenge
and an opportunity to achieve code
compliance as an investment that yields
tangible advantages and benefits.

B

CANOPY LIGHTING
Proper canopy, façade and landscape lighting attracts attention
and provides security. LSI controls can help you meet more
stringent code requirements by automatically adjusting the light
levels when the fuel station is vacant.

LSI has provided high-quality,
energy-saving controlled lighting
solutions to the convenience and
petroleum industry for over 4 decades.

C

INDOOR LIGHTING

Interior luminaires utilize daylighting technology which automatically
adjust the emitted light levels to reduce energy consumption and cost.
For rooms that aren’t exposed to an external light source, occupancy
sensors can help ensure energy is conserved when the room is vacant.

Your complete wireless solution:

Inside and Out

D

LED SIGNAGE
Automatically control outdoor signs to turn off during daylight hours
and operate at reduced lighting levels during night hours. Achieve
brilliant lighting at reduced energy consumption with LEDs.

Reduce energy cost while meeting
code requirements with LSI Controls!

Advanced and Innovative Image Solutions for the C-Store Industry.
• Achieve Energy Code Compliance
• Save Energy Usage and Costs
• Extend the Life of Luminaires
• Enhance Lighting Quality
• Increase Occupant and Visitor Safety
• Improve Worker Productivity and Satisfaction
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